June 8, 2020
Dear Cottage & Lodge Residents:
As we look to the outdoors, all seems seasonably normal. The trees have sprouted
their leaves, the flowers have been planted, the weather is warming – just like it does
every year! Yet, times are not normal and we are compelled to adjust our ways, out of
necessity, for all of our safety.
We know you want our HHH way of life to return to normal. You are not alone, the staff
does too! Yet, all of us must continue to do all we can to keep as safe as possible from
this virus. The concern is not gone for the virus spreading in our Community. It does
not distinguish its outbreak boundaries between the Health Services Center, the Lodge
or Cottages Living Areas – We are all connected, one Community, and thus we need to
take care of the whole of HHH to try and keep it away. We cannot let our guard down
now! It is extremely important that we keep working cooperatively together!
We still need to continue to practice social distancing, staying at least 6 feet apart from
one another, not gathering in small or large groups, continue with our no visitor policies
and restricting people on campuses to only those that are providing essential groceries
and medical related services and that are approved by HHH.
You may have noticed that signs have been erected in the Resident Gathering Areas.
These great outdoor spaces have been a wonderful asset. Although we can’t use them
in the normal way this season, they can be used in a modified way. The tables and
umbrellas and 2 chairs will still be set up in each gathering area. This way you can use
them to have your lunch or a snack or enjoy a beverage, as long as you are 6 feet apart
and there are no more than 2 people. Campus walkers can sit and rest while out
exercising. We ask that you please adhere to these guidelines and do not bring your
own chairs to gather.
Some may be asking “why” the administrative staff made this decision. We hope you
understand that we did it for safety protection for residents, staff and the Organization.
While Residents and staff are always a big part of our decision making, the
Administration is also charged with protecting the Organization in its business practices.
Six or eight chairs around a table is an implied invitation to gather. By posting signage
and eliminating chairs we have met the Resident need to sit outside for fresh air or to
rest and also lessened the Organization’s risk to a challenge that HHH did not do
enough to protect people by not making needed adjustments to the environment to
meet social distancing needs. Furniture arrangements are being accomplished all over
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our HHH buildings and will be necessary when we begin the reopening phase. This
decision is not just about the outdoor furniture.
You may wonder when we will get back to normal. Perhaps you are seeing some other
indicators of other Communities opening up some of their services. The HHH
Management Team is in touch with other CCRCs and nursing facilities daily. We listen
and learn from their progress, as well as their struggles with phased reopening.
Opening up too soon creates problems that may require another shutdown. Our time
will come to reopen and as always, HHH will proceed with care and caution to best
serve those who live and work here.
Currently we are looking as to how we may have modified services in our hair salons.
There are many new regulations that apply and affect how we can set up appointments,
prescreen salon customers, cleaning and sanitation, use and storage of equipment,
personal protection clothing, to name a few. The staff is now incorporating these new
requirements into our operating policies and procedures. Keep in mind that HHH Hair
Salons have the additional challenge of melding CDC and CMS regulations into our
program as we are part of a nursing home with a multitude of living levels. Simply, this
means we are not just like the hair salon or barbershop in town. We are making
progress and hope to be operational with some modifications by mid-July, unless the
virus requires us to change our forward moving objectives.
Hair salons are only one aspect of reopening. We have much to consider as the time
comes to determine how and when we are to reopen community areas, programs,
activities, communal dining and the list goes on and on.
This work is not easy for the staff. The constant change and implementation of new
rules from regulating bodies is mind boggling some days. Their creative, out of the box
thinking, talent for taking on new challenges, executing changes, and their unwavering
dedication to providing for you, each and every day, is truly amazing. We cannot be
prouder of this work team and their outstanding efforts!
We ask that you continue to stay strong and stay this tough course with us, as we work
so very hard during this difficult time. Stay safe, be patient and be kind to one another
and to all the employees that are working so unselfishly to make HHH the best of the
best, even during a world-wide pandemic.
Sincerely,

Michael A. Palmieri
President/CEO

Debra Lee Naylor, VP
HHH Housing Services

Jane Poitras
Administrator HH Housing

